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There are more strategic options in talent marketing than recruitment marketing or employer
branding these days. Digital marketing and social media have expanded our options to plan
and execute much more specific and targeted marketing and communication actions than
before this era of (digital) information. Each of the three primary options has a different
function in our talent marketing pallette. Learning the differences between these strategic
options helps us to choose the most appropriate for any given situation.

Recruitment marketing (and communication)
strategy
Employer awareness strategy
Employer branding strategy

When I started my HR career, I was hired to set
up an entire HR and recruiting function for a new
business.  

During those first years of my HR career, I
understood the difference between internal
talent communication and external recruitment
marketing. Both belong to our available talent
marketing mix. This was long before social media
and digital marketing. These were the heydays of
print job adverts and roll-ups, both considered as
talent marketing mediums.

Later on in my HR career, at another company, I
further learned to understand what employer
branding truly means and how much value it can
generate to a fast-growing organization wanting
to win in the war for the best business graduate
talent.

The primary strategic options in professional
talent marketing are:

1.

2.
3.

They all serve a different purpose and generate
different results. Therefore, to know which
strategy to opt for, one must start figuring out the
expected goal. 

WHAT IS STRATEGIC RECRUITMENT
MARKETING?

A recruitment strategy is ideal when we hire a lot,
and our available resources are directed towards
active talent acquisition and recruiting.

It is still a widespread practice in many
organizations for talent acquisition not to have its
own budget. Business units pay for what it costs
to advertise their vacancies, but that's all they
have budgets for.

In other words, there is no money available for
marketing unless there is a vacancy to promote. 

The primary goal for recruitment marketing is to
grow awareness for each of the vacancies
separately and call active job seekers to consider
applying for the job. 

When strategic, hiring needs are planned in
advance making talent marketing much more
prepared and able to use tactics such as pre-
marketing and after-marketing.
 

Each strategic talent marketing

option serves a different purpose

and generates different types of

results. Choosing the most ideal

strategy requires knowing what

are the expected results and

available resources. 

- SUSANNA RANTANEN



Building awareness is not the same activity as
branding is.
Building awareness takes place before
employer branding because one cannot form
emotional connections to something they are
not even aware of.
Not all organizations need to invest in modern
employer branding. Sometimes all you need
is just to get on the radar of your talent
audience and that's enough.
Employer awareness strategy is critical for all
organizations going through business
transformation when employer branding is
not. 

WHAT IS STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OF
EMPLOYER AWARENESS?

I separate growing employer awareness from the
act of modern employer branding for the
following key reasons:
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The Key Differences Between the Three 

Primary Talent Marketing Strategies

RECRUITMENT MARKETING

STRATEGY

EMPLOYER AWARENESS

STRATEGY

EMPLOYER BRAND(ING)

STRATEGY

Planned and prepared use of
marketing and communication

to win the attention of active job
seekers and build awareness

about an open vacancy.
 

Pursues to get active job
seekers to check out the job

post, consider the opportunity
and prioritize their time to

prepare their CV and
application for this  role instead

of a competing opportunity.

Planned and prepared use of
marketing and communication
to build and grow awareness in
a specific talent audience about

the company and the work
place.

 
Pursues to get the company
name known in the relevant

audience. Used also when the
audience has wrong or out-
dated perceptions about the

company as an employer and a
place of work.

Planned and prepared use of
persuasive marketing and

communication to grow affinity
and emotional connections

between ideal talents and what
the company represents as an

employer, a business and a
place of work.

 
Pursues to become the

preferred choice when ideal
talents start considering new

career opportunities

Strategy development of employer awareness
aims to reach as wide and relevant talent
audience as possible with the intention of getting
most of them aware that your business exists and
belongs on their map of prospective employers.

In modern employer branding, this is where the
actual Candidate Journey kicks in. 

The more aware your relevant audience becomes
of you, the more likely some of them are to
become interested and curious to learn more
about your organization.

This is the beginning of other strategies such as
inbound recruiting as well as modern employer
branding.

These days getting the attention of our talent
audiences is not automatically granted. We have
to work our way to earn it and keep it.  It starts
with building awareness.
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(Modern) employer branding is

a long-game during which we

pursue meaningful relations and

affinity between our ideal talent

audiences and what we

represent as an organization,

business and a place to work.

How to use communication to inform and
keep applicants committed to our recruitment
process no matter how long it takes.
How to use communication to help applicants
to succeed in our hiring processes.
How to use communication to pursue above
expected candidate experiences, which has a
direct impact on our reputation and the
employer image.

While recruitment marketing, developing
employer awareness and employer branding
are the primary talent marketing strategies, they
are not the only options for delivering our
objectives and generating value for our business
from a talent marketing perspective.

RECRUITMENT COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

As a former recruitment consultant entrepreneur
and having also hired hundreds of people during
my in house HR -years, understanding the
difference between recruitment communication
and recruitment marketing is pretty key to
applying marketing and communication
effectively during a recruitment process.

A recruitment communication strategy is a great,
and often necessary, as an extension to your
recruitment marketing strategy.

The purpose of a recruitment communication
strategy is to make sure you are not only
promoting your job opportunity, but you are
pursuing great candidate experiences and
keeping your applicants committed to your
process instead of a competitor's process. 

A sound recruitment communication strategy
maps out key intentions and objectives for:

- SUSANNA RANTANEN

WHAT IS STRATEGIC EMPLOYER BRANDING?

To truly comprehend the value of strategic
employer branding, it is essential to understand
the unique nature of employer branding.

Employer branding is a long-game. I like to refer
to it as a marathon. It is also about building
emotional connections. Which is much more
complex than talking about who we are.

Just like in a marathon, it takes time to reach the
goal [of getting ideal talents to have feelings for
us]. 

Just like in running a marathon, if you make a
mistake on your route, you might end up getting
lost and using all of your energy before you ever
find your way back on the right track again. 

An employer brand(ing) strategy is a summary of
key decisions and intentions on how we allocate
and prioritize our resources on the long-haul to
win the attention of our ideal talents, grow their
awareness and desire to know more about us and
engage them into a meaningful relationship with
our organization until they are ready to start
talking careers with us. 

Other important talent

marketing strategies



How to best share the responsibility of good
internal communication between all of us?
What are our primary means to share
knowledge and have conversations?
How do we measure the value of our
communication?
What are the key processes and procedures
supporting the dialogue and sharing of
knowledge and information?

INTERNAL TALENT COMMUNICATION
STRATEGY

It is pretty easy to forget about our employees
and their need to also become aware of what is
going on in this organization, and especially how
it all impacts their work, role, career opportunities,
and their life outside work.

I am big on believing employees deserve to be
specifically targeted with internal communication.

And not only just one-way but a modern
workplace understand both the need as well as
the benefits of enabling and pursuing a dialogue
with and between employees.

This all became even more central when the
COVID-19 pandemic took work home and most
workplaces had to find ways to make remote
work the new black.

While internal communication may and can, and
perhaps even should be the responsibility of the
communication department, it is not wrong to ask
if they actually have time, motivation, and the
required expertise to enhance employee relations
with communication.

An internal employee communication strategy
sets out the key decisions and intentions for
example for:
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If I had no budget for employer

branding, I would prioritize

communication to pursue

consistently better candidate

experiences. People talking

good about you has a positive

impact on your employer image.

- SUSANNA RANTANEN

Let's not forget about the

importance of internal

communication in our strategic

talent marketing set up.

- SUSANNA RANTANEN

As said, if I had no available budget and
resources for the planned and strategic
development of our employer image, or even
employer branding, I would expand recruitment
marketing to include strategic recruitment
communication.

This would allow me as a talent marketer to use
all my messaging skills to pursue better
candidate experiences, which in turn would
surely impact our employer image in a very
positive manner.  



My notes
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